
QUESTIONNAIRE OF FLOORBALL

NAME AND SURNAMES:............................................................................DATE:..........................

1.- Fill the gaps with the words in the box to find the definition of floorball.

plastic, plastic, Bandy, sticks, goal, holes, ice-hochey

Floorball is an adaptation of 1…..........., a Swedish 2….-.......... game. The game is played with a 
small 3........... ball with 4…..... and the main objective is to score a 5…........with the help of 
lightweight 6…......... hockey 7…........

2.- Put T (True) or F(False) in each sentence and explain the correct sentence when it was 
False

SENTENCE T/F CORRECT SENTENCE
1. A goal is only valid if the ball has been hit by 

one player's foot.
2. The goal is valid if a defender moves the 

goalpost
3. The goal is valid if an attacker moves the 

goalpost
4. The shot to score must be taken from behind 

the goal area.
5. Goalkeeper means “porteiro/a”
6. Teams have always to play with a goalkeeper
7. The goalkeeper cannot play with the hockey 

stick.
8. The goalkeeper can stop the ball with her/his 

feet and hands.
9. The goalkeeper can lie down, kneel down or 

sit down.
10. The goalkeeper can abandon his/her 

goalkeeping area

3.- How do you call the shot that the players have to do to start the match?
Where is the ball?
Where must each team be?
How far must the opposite team be from the centre court?
Can a goal be scored?



4.-  Fill the table adding the words “foul”, “penalty” or “nothing” after each action and if it is 
“expulsion” or not.

ACTION FOUL, PENALTY 
OR NOTHING

EXPULSION, 
YES OR NO

1. A defender is in his/her goalkeeping area.
2. An attacker is in his/her goalkeeping area.
3. A player lifts his/her stick between his/her ankle 

and his/her knee.
4. An attacker passes the ball towards a member of 

his/her team with his/her foot.
5. A defender throws his/her stick towards a 

member of the opposite team.
6. A player hits the ball while he/she is lying on the 

floor.
7. After a face off shot, a goal is scored.
8. After a free shot, a goal is scored without passing 

the ball to a member of the attacking team.
9. A player stops the ball with his/her head.
10. The goalkeeper stops the ball with his/her hand.

5.- Complete the following table matching each action with the correct picture and change the 
word in CAPITOL LETTERS with another one with the same meaning that you can find in 
this box.

With, carries on, out, hook of, against, pass, player, put into, is not allowed to, other

NUMBER OF SENTENCE LETTER OF 
PICTURE

NEW WORD

1. It is forbidden to push, trip up or hold on to a member 
of the OTHER team

2. It is allowed to PASS the ball to your own foot.
3. It is forbidden to RAISE an opposite member's stick.
4. It is forbidden to hit the ball while lying on the floor. 

This is a faul and a 2 minute EXPULSION.
5. It is allowed to take the ball from a member of the 

opposing team USING your stick.
6. It is allowed to HAVE the stick IN the goal area but 

only if the ball is in this area already.
7. It is allowed to play the ball OFF the walls.
8. The goalkeeper CANNOT play with the hockey stick.
9. After throwing a penalty, the game CONTINUES
10. It is forbidden to kick the ball towards a MEMBER of 

your team
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